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Spring term 2016

UPDATED

We introduced reformed GCSEs in English literature, English

 language and mathematics for first teaching in September 2015.

 The first exams will be in summer 2017. They are the only
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 English and mathematics GCSEs that will count in the key stage

 4 performance tables in 2017. Grading scores will range from 9 to

 1.

2016 is the last year that current:

English language GCSEs

English literature GCSEs

English (combined) GCSEs

mathematics GCSEs

level 1 and level 2 certificates in these subjects (sometimes
 known as IGCSEs)

will count in the key stage 4 performance tables. The last exams

 in existing GCSEs graded A* to G in these subjects will be in

 summer 2016, with a single opportunity for retakes in the autumn.

Schools should prepare for the second wave of new GCSEs

 starting in September 2016. Grading scores will range from 9 to

 1. Ofqual is currently accrediting these qualifications, and

 awarding organisations will publish accredited specifications in

 these subjects in due course. Further information on GCSEs, AS

 levels and A levels accredited for September 2016 is available.

NEW

We have made changes to how we count English qualifications in

 new headline secondary accountability measures from 2016.

Progress 8 and Attainment 8: if a student sits both English

 language and English literature, the higher grade is counted twice

 (double-weighted). The lower grade can count in the ‘open’

 element of these measures.

The combined English language and literature qualification will be

 available for the last time in 2016. It will be double-weighted in the

 Progress 8 and Attainment 8 measures.

January 2016: curriculum and qualifications
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If pupils take only GCSE English literature or English language,

 this qualification will count, but will not be double-weighted.

 Examples of calculating Progress 8 and Attainment 8 are

 included in the guidance.

English Baccalaureate: a pupil must study both English language

 and English literature and achieve a C grade or better in at least 1

 of these qualifications (in 2016, a C in combined English will be

 sufficient). English and maths A* to C: a pupil would have to

 achieve a C grade or above in either English literature of English

 language. There is no requirement to sit both (in 2016, a C in

 combined English will be sufficient).

NEW

We will publish data on 2015 school and college performance

 against the key stage 5 minimum standards.

UPDATED

The Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music has

 published ‘Classical 100     ’. This is a free, web-based resource

 for all primary school teachers looking to introduce their pupils to

 classical music. It offers 100 pieces of music selected by primary

 school specialists to appeal to children’s curiosity in music.

NEW

We will publish final key stage 4 (KS4) and key stage 5 (KS5)

 destination measures data, including data on independent

 schools. This will show the 2013 to 2014 destinations of students

February 2016: curriculum and qualifications

Spring 2016: curriculum and qualifications

 21 January 2016: pupils
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 who were included in the 2012 to 2013 KS4 or KS5 performance

 tables. Previous data is available.

NEW

Schools may find this information about the resettlement of Syrian

 refugees and their children helpful. You may also be interested in

 this article about supporting refugee children which appeared in

 ‘Headteacher update’.

UPDATED

Schools should consider buying defibrillators at a reduced price.

 More information on how to buy, install and maintain them is

 available.

NEW

Schools can check the status of any teachers (including any

 sanctions and prohibitions) that they employ, or are considering

 employing, using the teacher services web portal.

NEW

All qualified teachers in England can access the teacher self-

service website      to view and update their details.

NEW

 21 January 2016: pupils

Spring 2016: pupils

January 2016: staffing

January 2016: staffing
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Is there anything wrong with this page?

Autumn term 2016

From 1 January 2016, registered childminders can work for up to

 half their time from suitable non-domestic premises.

NEW

We will publish a questionnaire in January 2016 on how schools in

 England manage asbestos. Headteachers should complete the

 questions on behalf of their school. The deadline for responding

 is 29 February 2016.

NEW

We will introduce compulsory resit tests in December 2017 in

 English reading and maths for year 7 pupils who do not reach the

 required standard at the end of key stage 2. Sample tests will be

 available in December 2016 to help schools prepare. Schools

 may use these sample tests with their pupils if they wish.

 1 January 2016: staffing

January 2016: buildings

December 2016: curriculum and qualifications
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Benefits

Births, deaths, marriages and
 care

Business and self-employed

Childcare and parenting

Citizenship and living in the UK

Crime, justice and the law

Disabled people

Driving and transport

Education and learning

Employing people

Environment and countryside

Housing and local services

Money and tax

Passports, travel and living
 abroad

Visas and immigration

Working, jobs and pensions

Services and information

How government
 works

Departments

Worldwide

Policies

Publications

Announcements

Departments and policy
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